FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Where should I use RENEW?
RENEW is specifically formulated for use in
car wash tunnels and bays. It is safe for use
on multiple surfaces found in these areas
including painted block, brick,
FRP, tile, PVC panels and more.
How is RENEW different
than other car wash cleaners?
RENEW uses a state-of-the-art
acid replacement technology
that significantly increases employee
safety while remaining effective against
the difficult cleaning challenges found in
the car wash environment.

What PPE should I use?
When using RENEW, we recommend
wearing gloves and goggles during the
application and cleaning process.

What is acid replacement technology?
Acid replacement uses a unique blend of
chemicals to reduce the danger to humans
while remaining effective against the
heavy dirt and buildup found in car
washes.

Is RENEW safe for water reclamation
systems?
Yes. The formulation is not only safe for
employees, it also has no negative impacts
on the delicate chemistry of reclaim
systems.

Is RENEW safe for employees?
Although PPE is still required, it is safe
enough to not need the extreme PPE of
hydrofluoric acid cleaners. No hazmat suits
are required when using RENEW.

How often should I clean my car wash?
It’s recommended that car wash tunnels
be cleaned every 2 to 4 weeks or as
needed, depending on how dirty the area
looks.
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What do I do if my walls still look dirty?
All car washes will have varying levels of
dirt, grime and waxy buildup. Some areas
of buildup, especially areas that have not
been properly cleaned recently, may need
additional cleaning. If you notice a
particularly dirty area, reapply RENEW as
needed.
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